Waypoint Validation Strategies in Assisted Navigation for Visually Impaired Pedestrian
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Abstract. In Electronic Orientation Aids, the guidance process consists in two steps: first, identify the location of a visually impaired user along the expected trajectory, and second, provide her/him with appropriate instructions on directions to follow, and pertinent information about the surroundings. In urban environment, positioning accuracy is not always optimal and tracking the user’s progress along the expected itinerary is often challenging. We present three new waypoint-based validation strategies to track the user’s location despite low positioning accuracy. These strategies are evaluated within SIMU4NAV, a multimodal virtual environment subserving the design of Electronic Orientation Aids for visually impaired people. Results show that the proposed strategies are more robust to positioning inaccuracies, and hence more efficient to guide users.
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1 Introduction

One of the main consequences of visual impairment is a reduced autonomy in terms of mobility and orientation. Electronic Orientation Aids (EOAs) have been proposed to compensate for wayfinding issues, and help visually impaired people in their daily travels. EOAs provide users with directions along planned itineraries, and also include landmark indications and spatial descriptions [1]. Hence, EOAs are essential devices which, in conjunction with traditional mobility aids, such as the long cane or guide-dog, improve wayfinding autonomy of blind people.

EOAs are usually based on 3 essential components: 1) A positioning system (e.g. GPS); 2) A Geographical Information System (GIS) that includes both a digitized map and software designed to calculate routes and extract environmental features; 3) A User Interface that relies on non-visual (i.e. auditory or tactile) interaction. In addition to these three components, an EOA contains a central processing unit that performs all the computation (user tracking & guidance; space description...) and ensures efficient communication between the components.
The guidance process in an EOA consists first in identifying the location of a visually impaired user relatively to the expected itinerary (tracking), and then provides her/him with appropriate direction instructions (guidance, which may be enhanced with space description). Obviously, a precise estimation of the user’s position during tracking is essential in order to provide an accurate guidance. For instance, it may be impossible, and somehow dangerous, to guide a blind user towards a pedestrian crossing when positioning is inaccurate. In real conditions, positioning accuracy is rarely better than 10 to 50 meters in urban environments due to atmospheric effects, signal strength, and multipath interference. It is then necessary to take into account positioning accuracy and the specificity of visually impaired pedestrian locomotion [2] when designing an EOA tracking function. Methods for improving positioning accuracy have been proposed using Inertial Measurement Unit through dead reckoning algorithms [3], DGPS [1] or embedded vision [4], but results are not widely convincing due to the complexity of heterogeneous data fusion, partial availability of DGPS ground stations signal, and the numerous issues related to embedded vision systems. A second approach to compensate for inaccurate positioning is based on the adaptation of tracking and guidance in order to increase their robustness to positioning inaccuracies. In this paper, we focus on how to improve the pedestrian user tracking algorithm.

2 Pedestrian Tracking in Assisted Navigation

In the context of assisted navigation, a selected route can be presented as a list of geolocated waypoints [5]. Between two successive waypoints, a straight section (line) is defined. The guidance process then consists in providing users with appropriate directional instructions to reach the upcoming waypoints. Obviously, tracking is critical to estimate the distance between user’s position and planned itinerary. In current systems, two different tracking methods are used. The first one consists in tracking the user within a corridor. The notion of “corridoring” has been introduced within the Personal Guidance System proposed by [6]. Essentially, a corridor of an arbitrary width (e.g. 3 m) is defined around the selected route. As long as the traveler keeps walking within the defined corridor, there is no interruption in the guidance process and planned directional instructions are provided. When substantial veering occurs, the traveler walks out of the corridor boundaries, and a warning message is played. The traveler is then reoriented toward the corridor. This strategy is very conservative. Indeed, with the “corridoring”, a user is not allowed to deviate from the planned itinerary, which may give rise to conflicts with mobility skills or previous knowledge of the environment. For instance, a user may prefer to cross a street where he believes it is safer or more appropriate according to mobility rules learned during orientation and mobility training. In that case, the “corridoring” method will constantly display warning messages and dramatically increase distraction and stress.

To overcome these limitations, waypoint-based tracking has been proposed and used in several devices such as [7] and [8]. User tracking with waypoints consists in determining the location of the user relative to predefined itinerary points. In this
case, the user is free to select the most appropriate trajectory toward the next way-
point. However, empirical observations show that the strategy most commonly used
in EOAs (called “capture radius”, see [8]) frequently leads to guidance issues due to
positioning inaccuracy. In the current study we designed different waypoint-based
tracking strategies aimed to minimize these issues. In the next sections, we first
present the capture radius strategy, and then introduce three new waypoint validation
strategies. We finally show that time and distance spent on-route are minimized with
the designed validation strategies.

3 Waypoint Validation Strategies

Each waypoint in an itinerary is specified with geographical coordinates. The system
defines a “capture radius” around each waypoint to validate them as the user passes
by (see Fig.1). This capture radius allows some flexibility: the user doesn’t need to be
exactly on the waypoint to validate it. With this strategy, the waypoints are also vali-
dated despite the inevitable global positioning inaccuracy. The length of the radius is
carefully selected so that the user is considered as “close enough” to the waypoint to
be validated. If the capture radius is too small, the user might consistently miss the
waypoint. If the radius is too large, the user may consider that he has reached the
waypoint too early, which could lead to erroneous guidance and poor direction choic-
es. An optimal capture radius would keep the person close to the intended path while
still allowing some flexibility. An experimental study has been performed in a virtual
environment by [8], which concludes that a capture radius of approximately 1.5m is
optimal. However, in real situation where positioning is rarely more accurate than
5-10m, a capture radius of 1.5m is definitely too precise and a larger value is more
appropriate.

![Fig. 1. Capture radius strategy [8]. The waypoint is considered as validated when the pedestrian crosses the virtual circle. The “active” waypoint is the waypoint that the user must currently reach.](image)
In the current study, we designed alternative waypoint validation strategies that are more flexible and robust than the capture radius strategy. The first one is called Distance to Sections (D2S) and is presented in Fig.2. In this strategy, a waypoint is reached when the distance to the next section of the itinerary (d2) is smaller than the distance to the current section (d1). d1 and d2 are computed as presented in Fig.2.

![Fig. 2. Distance to Sections strategy (D2S). d1 is the shortest distance between the user position estimate and the current section. d2 is the distance between the user position estimate and the current waypoint. The current waypoint is validated as soon as d2 is smaller than d1.](image)

The second strategy is called Distance to Lines (D2L). This strategy is an alternative to the previous one where the different sections of the itinerary are virtually extended with “lines”. A waypoint is reached when the distance to the next line (d2) is smaller than the distance to the current line (d1) as presented in Fig.3.

![Fig. 3. Distance to Line strategy (D2L). d1 is the shortest distance between the user position estimate and the current section. d2 is the shortest distance between the user position estimate and the next line. The current waypoint is validated as soon as d2 is smaller than d1.](image)

In the third strategy, called Distance to Threshold (D2T), the user position is orthogonally projected onto the current section. The waypoint is validated when the distance between the projected point and the current waypoint is smaller than a predefined threshold (see Fig.4).

![Fig. 4. Distance to Threshold strategy (D2T). The user position is orthogonally projected onto the current section.](image)
Fig. 4. Distance to Threshold (D2T). The user position is orthogonally projected onto the current section. The current waypoint is validated as soon as the distance to the waypoint (dpi) is smaller than a predefined distance (dmin).

In order to evaluate the efficacy and robustness of these three new strategies, we performed an experiment in a virtual environment. In the following section, we present the protocol and discuss the results.

4 Evaluation of the Waypoint Validation Strategies

The evaluation has been performed within SIMU4NAV [9], a multimodal virtual environment subserving the design of Electronic Orientation Aids for the Blind and developed in the context of the NAVIG project [5].

4.1 SIMU4NAV

SIMU4NAV is a multimodal virtual environment developed in order to assist EOA designer to perform evaluations in controlled conditions before onsite implementation. The device presents two distinct modes: a Control mode and an Exploration mode. The Control mode is used by designers, researchers, and O&M instructors. This mode allows creating and modifying Virtual Environments (VE). A key feature of the Control mode is the possibility to import XML files (e.g. from Open Street Map) to create a 3D virtual map that corresponds to a real place. This makes it easy to import maps of real neighborhoods or cities. Another function allows manual or automatic selection of starting and destination points, as well as paths between them. The Control mode also includes a feedback editor to assign arbitrary tactile and/or auditory feedback to any event in the VE. The Evaluation mode allows researchers to record the events and user’s behavior, with a function to replay all of them later. More precisely, the system records, in a text file, all the information concerning the interactions (keystrokes, joystick, audio, haptic stimuli), as well as the avatar’s position, orientation and speed.

Two empirical observations were also modelled in SIMU4NAV. First, in a real environment, a blind pedestrian who intends to move along a straight path typically deviates about 10% to the right or to the left. An adjustable drift has been added to the
avatar's displacement to simulate this behavior. Second, EOAs usually rely on GNSS positioning which accuracy may vary depending on environment. A random positioning error – within adjustable range – was added to the position of the avatar in the VE to account for GNSS error.

The visual output of the VE - for the experimenter only - displays different textures applied to the surfaces (building, etc.) or the objects (e.g. tar texture for roads) encountered in the VE. The platform was implemented in C++ and the rendering was performed with OGRE 3D engine.

4.2 Protocol

For the current study, we designed a guidance task within a fictional virtual environment. Four pre-defined routes were generated within SIMU4NAV. Each route was 225 m long and composed by the same number of turns (1* 0° (no turn), 1*30°, 2*60°, 2*90°, 2*120° and 1*150°) and sections (lengths: 1*40 m, 5*25m and 4*15m). Routes were randomly generated to ensure that learning could not affect the results. Each validation strategy was randomly assigned to one route.

Sixteen blindfolded subjects gave their written informed consent to participate in this study. They were aged between 22 and 48 (mean: 28.7 years). They were seated in front of a keyboard and equipped with headphone. They were able to move within the VE using keyboard arrows. During a session, each blindfolded subject followed a total of 4 routes, each one with a different waypoint validation strategy. Users were guided with a virtual 3D sound that was placed over the waypoint to reach. When the current waypoint was validated, the next one was indicated. All subjects’ trajectories were logged in a text file and then analyzed. Fig. 5 illustrates the travel of one subject with the capture radius strategy.

![Fig. 5. Example of itinerary and journey performed with the capture radius validation strategy. Green circles present the capture radius around the waypoints. Blue segments are sections between waypoints. User position is represented with successive crosses (color is shifted towards red with increasing locomotion speed).](image)

4.3 Results

As presented in figure 6, the average distance traveled (16 subjects) was significantly different across the four validation strategies (Anova: F(3, 56)=5.87, p<0.001). A
Fisher LSD post-hoc test showed that the capture radius strategy induced significantly longer path compared to the three other strategies (see Fig.6). However, there was no significant difference between the three new strategies.

![Fig. 6. Average (16 subjects) total distance across the different validation strategies. The total distance is significantly higher for the capture radius strategy than for the three other.](image)

We also noticed that the average time to complete the journey was significantly different depending on the strategy used (Anova: $F(3, 56)=8.93$, $p<0.0001$). The Fisher LSD post-hoc test showed that the capture radius strategy induced significantly longer travel times compared to the three other strategies (see Fig.7).

![Fig. 7. Average (16 subjects) duration of travel across the different waypoint-validation strategies. Travel duration is significantly higher for the capture radius strategy than for the three other.](image)

5 Conclusions and Discussion

The results presented here show that it is possible to significantly decrease travel time and travel distance when the waypoint validation strategy used in an EOA is
improved. According to Golledge [10], the distance is the first criteria considered by the visually impaired people when choosing a path, and then time spent on route. As we have shown here, when the behavior of the blind pedestrian (angular drift) and the error in positioning are considered -which was not the case in [10]-, the “capture radius” strategy is clearly not optimal. The three alternative strategies proposed here are more efficient and more robust to positioning inaccuracies and would probably provide better guidance in EOAs.

We think that the proposed strategies are more flexible than ‘capture radius’ because they put less constraints on the mobility of blind users. Indeed, waypoint validation is less conservative, and the guided pedestrian is able to make his own choices without being forced to go through specific places (virtual circle). In addition, we eliminate the tricky issue of choosing the correct capture radius value.

Obviously, we need to confirm these results with blind users guided by an EOA in real conditions (e.g. with the NAVIG system [5]). Additional evaluation could also be performed in different mobility situations; the most important point would be to check that using the guide-dog or the long cane does not make any difference. We would then be able to define which specific strategy to use among the three new ones according to the circumstances. A dynamic switch between strategies depending on the situation and positioning uncertainty could also be an elegant solution.
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